
 
 

 

                
                    

PRESS RELEASE 

The Hi-Tech-TEX B2Match platform is open!  

Hi-Tech-TEX - New sustainable and cross-sectorial value chains towards excellence in Hi-
Tech Textiles to foster the uptake of innovation and increasing competitiveness. 
 
Hi-Tech-TEX main objective is to strengthen cluster management excellence and facilitate 
exchanges and strategic partnering between clusters and specialized eco-systems and cities 
across Europe, including through implementation of the ClusterXchange mobility scheme.   
 
Hi-Tech-TEX partnership integrates Portuguese Textile Cluster/ CITEVE (the coordinator), from 
P r  g l, AEi TÈXTILS, fr m Sp i ; ATEVAL, fr m Sp i ; NTT, fr m I  ly; DCC TTC, fr m T rk y; 
CLUTEX, from Czech Republic.   
 
For more Information:  Website | Linkedin | Twitter  
 
 
The Hi-Tech-Tex B2Match event, will take place from 13th to 15th September, in hybrid mode, 
supported by the B2Match platform, in the Modtissimo trade show (Modtissimo). 
 
 
The activities of the Hi-Tech-Tex B2Match event, will include the matchmaking, giving the 
possibility of participants connect with other organizations, the marketplace, where 
participants can present their products/ services or needs and the B2B meetings to network, 
cooperate and/or do business with other participants. 
 
The Hi-Tech-Tex B2Match activities can be performed in-person, at the Modtissimo exhibition 
location, during the trade show days (13th and 14th September) or online during the 3 days of 
the Hi-Tech-Tex B2Match event (13th to 15th September). 
 
All activities are supported by the B2Match platform in the specific Hi-Tech-Tex event. Designed 
to bridge the gap between designers, manufacturers, R&D, buyers, retailers, suppliers, experts 
and service providers. 
 

Register today and find your potential business partner! 

 
Hi-Tech-Tex B2Match event is free of charge  
 
 
This is for everybody who is looking to set up new 
business co-operations, innovative value chains or 
market intelligence, know more about how to 
build strong competences, form strategic 
alliances for companies and organisations within 
the textile and clothing sector, 
 
 
Hi-Tech-Tex B2Match event is the place to be. 
 
 
 

 
To participate, register here: https://www.b2match.com/e/hi-tech-tex/components/32301 
 

 

https://hitechtex.eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/hitechtex/?viewAsMember=true
https://twitter.com/HiTechTEX_EU
https://modtissimo.com/
https://www.b2match.com/e/hi-tech-tex/components/32301


 
 

 

                
                    

 

For more information about the Hi-Tech-Tex B2Match event, please contact with us: 
Pr j    C  rdi    r M ri  J sé C rv lh  – CITEVE mjcarvalho@citeve.pt 
Dissemination and Communication Manager Sidika Arikan DTTC sarikan@dto.org.tr 
Josep Casamada- AEi TÈXTILS projectes@textils.cat 
Julia Vercher - ATEVAL julia@ateval.com 
Enrico Venturini- NTT enrico.venturini@tecnotex.it 
Ev  Dv řák vá CLUTEX Eva.Dvorakova@vuts.cz 

 

To know more about this press release, please contact Sidika Arikan at sarikan@dto.org.tr   
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